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This study evaluates the effectiveness of various widely used head injury criteria (HICs) in
predicting vulnerable road user (VRU) head injuries due to road traffic accidents. Thirty-
one real-world car-to-VRU impact accident cases with detailed head injury records
were collected and replicated through the computational biomechanics method; head
injuries observed in the analyzed accidents were reconstructed by using a finite element
(FE)-multibody (MB) coupled pedestrian model [including the Total Human Model for
Safety (THUMS) head–neck FE model and the remaining body segments of TNO
MB pedestrian model], which was developed and validated in our previous study.
Various typical HICs were used to predict head injuries in all accident cases. Pearson’s
correlation coefficient analysis method was adopted to investigate the correlation
between head kinematics-based injury criteria and the actual head injury of VRU; the
effectiveness of brain deformation-based injury criteria in predicting typical brain injuries
[such as diffuse axonal injury diffuse axonal injury (DAI) and contusion] was assessed
by using head injury risk curves reported in the literature. Results showed that for head
kinematics-based injury criteria, the most widely used HICs and head impact power
(HIP) can accurately and effectively predict head injury, whereas for brain deformation-
based injury criteria, the maximum principal strain (MPS) behaves better than cumulative
strain damage measure (CSDM0.15 and CSDM0.25) in predicting the possibility of DAI.
In comparison with the dilatation damage measure (DDM), MPS seems to better predict
the risk of brain contusion.

Keywords: head injury criterion, injury prediction, vulnerable road user, impact accident reconstruction,
computational biomechanics model

INTRODUCTION

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) has become a global health problem due to its corresponding high
fatality and disability rates (Corrigan et al., 2010). Statistics show that about 10 million people
suffer from TBI each year worldwide (Fahlstedt et al., 2016). Deaths due to TBI were reported
to account for 40% of all deaths annually, and TBI is the main reason for mortality under the age
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of 45 in the United States. The incidence of TBI in the
population of young people (15–30 years) was 154–415/100,000
in the United States, 535/100,000 in France, and 240/100,000
in Australia (Popescu et al., 2015). Currently, there is no
ongoing large-scale epidemiological investigation of TBIs in
China; however, according to statistics based on the national
TBI database, the mortality rate of patients hospitalized for
TBI is known as 27.23% (Yang et al., 2017). TBIs not only
bring immeasurable pain to patients but also cause huge losses
to the whole society. The main causes of TBI are traffic
accidents, falls, and attacks, with traffic accidents being the
second largest cause of TBI (Gabler et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2020,
2021). Therefore, studies on TBIs in traffic accidents have great
practical significance.

In order to reduce the risk of brain injury from traffic
accidents and other impact loads, a great deal of knowledge
on the biomechanics of brain injury has been accumulated
through research work, in which different injury evaluation
criteria for different types of head injuries were also proposed.
These criteria were initially derived from the well-known
Wayne State Tolerance Curve (WSTC; Lissner et al., 1960)
and is based on human cadaver head impact tests, which
show the relationship between the average acceleration of head
movement and its duration (Antona-Makoshi, 2016). Based
on the WSTC, the severity index (SI) was later proposed
by Gadd (1966), and Versace further modified the SI as a
head injury criterion (HIC; Versace, 1971a). In 1974, the US
government included HIC in Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard 208, which is the only HIC so far that is widely
used in global automotive safety regulations. However, as the
HIC only considers linear acceleration and action time and
does not regard the rotational movement of the head, its
deficiencies are gradually pointed out (Gabler et al., 2016).
Over a decade later, Newman et al. proposed the Generalized
Acceleration Model for Brain Injury Threshold (GAMBIT;
Newman, 1986). Moreover, the head impact power (HIP)
was proposed on the basis of GAMBIT a few years later
(Newman et al., 2000). Both of these criteria consider both
the linear and rotational accelerations of the head. With
the expansion of in-depth research on the mechanism of
head injury, researchers have put forward many head injury
evaluation criteria, among which two representative ones are
the rotational injury criterion (RIC) proposed by Kimpara and
Iwamoto (2012) and the brain rotational injury criterion (BrIC)
presented by Takhounts et al. (2013).

At present, the evaluation criteria of head injury are
mainly divided into two categories: one is based on head
kinematics response, and the other relies on brain tissue
deformation response; all of the above-mentioned HICs utilize
the head kinematics response. Head injuries have essentially two
types, skull fracture and brain injury, with the latter divided
into local brain injury and diffuse brain injury. Local brain
injury includes contusion, acute subdural hematoma (SDH),
epidural hematoma (EDH), and subarachnoid hemorrhage. The
main manifestations of diffuse brain injury are concussion
and diffuse axonal injury (DAI). The principal causes of
the above injuries include concentrated pressure, intracranial

viscous load, and craniocerebral inertial load (Yang, 2005),
which can also be considered as collision force factors and
inertia factors (including linear acceleration and rotational
acceleration). In view of these common brain injuries, researchers
have established corresponding injury criteria to effectively
evaluate various injury types, such as cumulative strain
damage measure (CSDM; Takhounts et al., 2003, 2008,
2013; Gabler et al., 2016) and maximum principle strain
(MPS; Takhounts et al., 2008; Gabler et al., 2016) for the
evaluation of DAI, or dilatation damage measure (DDM;
Takhounts et al., 2003) and MPS (Bain and Meaney, 2000)
to evaluate contusion. The relative motion damage measure
(RMDM) is used to assess SDH (Takhounts et al., 2003;
Gabler et al., 2016).

Biomechanical experiments have played a significant role
in the development of these HICs (Nahum et al., 1977; Al-
Bsharat et al., 1999). However, the subjects of biomechanical
experiments are mostly animals and postmortem human subjects
(PMHSs), causing deviations of the experimental measurement
accuracy. Moreover, the loading conditions of human and animal
cadavers and the consequent injuries are significantly different
from those in traffic accidents (Kleiven, 2007; Gabler et al.,
2016). Traffic accident reconstruction can provide researchers
with more realistic injury data, thus making up for the lack of
real information in this area. Therefore, many researchers believe
that traffic accident reconstruction is one of the most effective
methods to study head and brain injuries (Kleiven, 2007; Li and
Yang, 2010). With the rapid development of computer technology
and the computational biomechanics model of the human body,
traffic accident reconstruction has become a common tool to
study the complex biomechanical response of the head due
to impact (Miller et al., 1998; Hu et al., 2007; Gabler et al.,
2016; Wittek et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019). In
previous studies on vulnerable road user (VRU) head injuries in
traffic accidents, multi-rigid body [or multibody (MB)] models
were mostly used for accident reconstruction and injury analysis
(Lyons and Simms, 2012; Li et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2018); however,
the MB models were only able to obtain head kinematics response
and head kinematics-based injury parameters but not brain tissue
injury parameters. Although a few studies (Katsuhara et al.,
2014) have used finite element (FE) models to simulate collisions
between vehicles and VRUs, such methods have high time cost
and low adjustment flexibility, which in turn affects the efficiency
of accident reconstruction. In order to shorten the calculation
time, other researchers (Marjoux et al., 2008; Li and Yang, 2010)
used an FE windshield and human head model to simulate
the impact process between human head and windshield, and
the boundary condition of collision is based on the result of a
kinematics reconstruction with MB models. Obviously, although
this method can obtain the brain tissue injury parameters and
improve the calculation efficiency, it ignores the influence of
other body segments on head injury (Ruan et al., 2007; Gabler
et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018).

In view of the above deficiencies, we proposed a coupled
FE–MB human body model [coupled pedestrian computational
biomechanics model (CPCBM)] in our previous study (Yu et al.,
2020), where it was confirmed that the risk of brain injury in
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic of the research process.

an accident is lower than the real injury when only the head
model (i.e., head-only model) is used to reconstruct the accident
(Wang et al., 2020). Therefore, the coupled FE–MB human body
model is used in the present study to reconstruct the accident
and reproduce the head injury. In addition, the applicability and
effectiveness of the HIC is subsequently analyzed and evaluated to
assess the head injury in traffic accidents with the aim to reduce
the risk of head injury of VRUs in traffic accidents.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Research Protocol
The schematic of the procedures performed in the present
study is shown in Figure 1. First, 31 real-world VRU traffic
accidents with detailed accident information were selected from
the traffic accident database (section “Accident Data”), and the
computational modeling of the accident participants is completed
(section “Model Description”). Second, VRU traffic accident
reconstruction and VRU injury replication (section “Accident
Reconstruction”) were carried out. Finally, the effectiveness
of HICs in predicting head injury in VRU traffic accidents
was analyzed (sections “ Analysis of Head Kinematics-Based
Injury Criteria” and “Analysis of Injury Criteria Based on Brain
Tissue Deformation”).

All FE computations in this study were conducted using
the LS-DYNA R10.0 non-linear explicit dynamics code by
Livermore Software Technology Corporation LSTC (Livermore,
CA, United States)1. Explicit dynamics analysis is an extremely
popular method for FE models of injury biomechanics (Yang
et al., 2011). The MB models were implemented using the
MADYMO V7.7 MB analysis package by TASS (Helmond,

1http://www.lstc.com

Netherlands)2, which is widely used in injury biomechanics. The
interfacing between the FE and MB models was performed using
the coupling assistant module/function of the MADYMO MB
analysis package.

Accident Data
The VRU traffic collision accidents analyzed in this study were
selected from the In-Depth Investigation of Vehicle Accident
in Changsha (IVAC) database (Kong and Yang, 2010). This
database was established by Hunan University in 2006, which
has conducted comprehensive, in-depth, and systematic accident
investigation activities in Changsha, China, and carried out
detailed research on traffic accidents and subsequent human
injuries. It is a highly valued database widely used by researchers
to study the biomechanics of human injury, the epidemiology of
traffic injury, and road traffic safety (Kong and Yang, 2010; Li and
Yang, 2010; Nie and Yang, 2014, 2015).

In the present study, 31 typical vehicle-to-VRU impact
accidents were selected from the IVAC database, among which
accident Cases 1–17 were pedestrian impact accidents and
accident Cases 18–31 were two-wheeler impact accidents. The
selection process was based on the following criteria:

1. VRU impacts with the vehicle;
2. VRU head impacts with the front windshield of the car; and
3. head injury occurs in the accident.

The VRU and vehicle information of the selected 31 accidents
is shown in Table 1.

According to the accident information recorded in the IVAC
database, head injury rating data were obtained for the 31 selected
accident cases, as shown in Table 2.

2https://www.tassinternational.com/madymo
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TABLE 1 | Basic information of 31 road traffic accidents selected for this study.

Case ID VRU information Vehicle information Impact velocity (km/h)

Type Gender Stature (cm) Weight (kg) Age Brand and model Weight (kg) Size (mm) Vehicle VRU

1 Pedestrian Male 171 80 17 Volkswagen Jetta 1,490 4,428 × 1,660 × 1,420 30.0 2.1

2 Pedestrian Male 172 60 20 Honda Accord 1,442 4,814 × 1,821 × 1,463 17.1 1.1

3 Pedestrian Male 174 70 50 Volkswagen Jetta 1,490 4,428 × 1,660 × 1,420 37 0

4 Pedestrian Male 173 68 63 Volkswagen Golf 1,275 4,400 × 1,735 × 1,470 43.2 5.0

5 Pedestrian Male 176 76 35 Mercedes E-Class 1,455 4,800 × 1,800 × 1,400 46.8 7.0

6 Pedestrian Male 180 77 57 Opel Astra 1,150 3,817 × 1,646 × 1,440 37.4 1.0

7 Pedestrian Male 153 61 89 Volkswagen Passat 1,850 4,669 × 1,740 × 1,466 58.7 3.2

8 Pedestrian Male 170 55 42 Volkswagen Jetta 1,490 4,428 × 1,660 × 1,420 43.6 6.5

9 Pedestrian Male 176 75 50 Volkswagen Tiguan 1,545 4,506 × 1,809 × 1,685 48 5

10 Pedestrian Male 174 75 52 Volkswagen Passat 1,590 4,789 × 1,765 × 1,470 40 5

11 Pedestrian Male 166 65 70 Volkswagen Lavida 1,285 4,608 × 1,743 × 1,465 36 0

12 Pedestrian Male 159 50 72 Volkswagen Polo 1,270 4,187 × 1,650 × 1,465 35 0

13 Pedestrian Male 168 75 68 BYD F3 1,170 4,325 × 1,705 × 1,490 30 3.6

14 Pedestrian Female 154 48 78 Zotye T600 2,000 4,648 × 1,893 × 1,686 36 0

15 Pedestrian Male 175 70 56 Volkswagen Passat 1,850 4,789 × 1,765 × 1,470 70 5

16 Pedestrian Male 158 55 79 Chevrolet Aveo 1,210 4,399 × 1,735 × 1,517 55 3

17 Pedestrian Male 170 60 79 Hyundai Elantra 1,348 4,543 × 1,777 × 1,490 91 12

18 Cyclist Female 157 60 55 Mazda Axela 1,286 4,461 × 1,795 × 1,474 30 10.5

19 Cyclist Male 168 67 63 Geely Meiri 1,270 4,150 × 1,620 × 1,450 30 15.8

20 Cyclist Male 170 60 54 Dongfeng Sokon 1,576 3,795 × 1,560 × 1,925 16.5 9.7

21 Cyclist Male 170 80 58 Volkswagen Santana 1,540 4,595 × 1,750 × 1,430 34.7 7.2

22 Cyclist Male 175 70 57 Iveco 2,325 4,845 × 2,000 × 2,500 40 4.3

23 Cyclist Male 170 65 67 BAIC Hyosow S3 1,335 4,380 × 1,730 × 1,760 40.3 18.7

24 Cyclist Male 158 49 65 Volkswagen Santana 1,540 4,595 × 1,750 × 1,430 31 5.5

25 Cyclist Female 158 48 42 Volkswagen Santana 1,540 4,595 × 1,750 × 1,430 22 7.2

26 Cyclist Male 165 60 65 Audi A4L 1,565 4,818 × 1,843 × 1,432 35 4.3

27 Cyclist Female 161 45 23 Volkswagen Santana 1,540 4,595 × 1,750 × 1,430 34.7 0

28 Cyclist Male 165 55 62 Volkswagen Jetta 1,500 4,428 × 1,660 × 1,420 40 7.2

29 Cyclist Female 152 55 50 Wu Ling Sunshine 1,030 3,730 × 1,510 × 1,860 70 10.6

30 Electric two-wheeler Female 155 40 13 Mitsubishi Outlander 1,500 4,695 × 1,810 × 1,680 35 3.6

31 Electric two-wheeler Male 173 75 43 Hyundai Elantra 1,236 4,542 × 1,775 × 1,490 60 10.8

VRU, vulnerable road user.
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TABLE 2 | VRU head injury rating information for the road traffic accidents
subject to this study.

Case ID Head injury

DAI AIS Contusion AIS MAIS

1 2 – 2

2 1 – 1

3 3 4 4

4 0 – 0

5 2 – 2

6 3 2 3

7 4 – 4

8 – 3 4

9 – 2 2

10 – – 4

11 – 3 3

12 – 5 5

13 – – 5

14 – – 1

15 4 – 4

16 – – 1

17 – – 5

18 – – 6

19 – – 0

20 – – 0

21 – – 1

22 – 2 2

23 – – 6

24 – – 1

25 – – 2

26 – – 6

27 – – 1

28 – – 1

29 – – 6

30 – – 5

31 – – 5

VRU, vulnerable road user; DAI, diffuse axonal injury.
AIS, Abbreviated Injury Scale, which is the most widely used injury scale to quantify
the injury severity of the human body organs/segments (AAAM, 2008).
MAIS, Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale; maximum AIS scores of all
types of head injury.

Model Description
Coupled Finite Element–Multibody Human Body
Model
The numerical model of the human body used for accident
reconstruction in this study is composed of an MB model
and an FE model, which consists of the MB model of the
50th percentile adult male pedestrian model developed by TNO
(The Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research3)
(TASS, 2013a,b,c), and the FE head–neck complex of the Total
Human Model for Safety (THUMS) (Version 4.01) of the 50th
percentile adult male by Toyota Central R&D Laboratories4

(Shigeta et al., 2009; Watanabe et al., 2011).
Due to the complex anatomical structure of the brain,

biomechanical responses to head injury in VRUs involved in road

3https://www.tno.nl/en/
4https://www.toyota.co.jp/thums/

traffic accidents cannot be simulated by the MB model, whereas
the FE model with detailed structure is more useful in this regard.
The current study uses the head and neck model of the widely
used THUMS. The THUMS FE head model includes the key
anatomical structures of the human brain, such as the scalp, skull,
meninges, cerebrospinal fluid, brain, cerebellum, brain stem, falx,
and tentorium, as shown in Figure 2A.

The TNO 50th percentile adult male pedestrian model is
composed of 52 rigid bodies (Figure 2B), which are connected
by kinematics hinges to simulate the stiffness characteristics
of human tissues and joints. In order to simulate the
interaction between various parts of the human body, as well
as the interaction between the human body and the external
environment, 64 ellipsoid surfaces and two planes attached to the
rigid bodies are used to represent the outer body surface, and
the contact characteristics are set for the rigid body surface of
different parts.

For the coupling of the two models, the head and neck of
the MB model are first removed, and the head–neck complex of
the THUMS model and the remaining body segments of TNO
pedestrian model are connected by using the coupling assistant
module in MADYMO. The end node of muscle and cervical
vertebra unit, originally connected with the trunk of THUMS
model, are connected to the corresponding rigid bodies (left
clavicle, upper torso, and right clavicle), as shown in Figure 2C.
The coupled FE–MB human body model is shown in Figure 2D.
For more detailed information about the coupled model, the
reader is referred to our previous publications (Wang et al., 2020;
Yu et al., 2020).

Bicycle Model
The bicycle model involved in the selected cases is established
based on the information recorded in the accident investigation
and the corresponding actual geometric information. Take Case
21 as an example: the developed bicycle model consists of five
rigid bodies, including front wheel, rear wheel, frame, front fork,
and pedal, connected to each other by hinges (Figure 3). The
mechanical characteristics of each part are used following the
literature (Nie et al., 2015).

Electric Two-Wheeled Vehicle Model
The modeling of the electric two-wheeler (ETW) is similar to the
bicycle model. Take Case 31 as an example, where the ETW model
consists of four rigid bodies, which are connected by hinges
(Figure 4), including front wheels, rear wheels, frame, and front
forks. The mechanical contact characteristics of each part have
been studied and verified by predecessors (Deguchi, 2003).

Vehicle Model
The vehicle model used in accident reconstruction consists of two
parts: the MB vehicle model and the FE front windshield model.
The MB vehicle model is established based on the structure
and size of each part of the vehicle in a real accident, with the
car involved in Case 11 for the example seen in Figures 5A,B.
The FE front windshield model is composed of glass and the
surrounding metal frame, and the glass model is composed of
two shell elements: glass and the other polyvinyl butyral (PVB;
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FIGURE 2 | (A) THUMS head–neck FE model; (B) TNO 50th percentile adult male model; (C) coupling process between FE and MB models; and (D) coupled
FE–MB human body model. FE, finite element; MB, multibody.

FIGURE 3 | Modeling of the bicycle involved in Case 21: (A) the bicycle in the real-world accident; and (B) MB model of the bicycle. MB, multibody.

FIGURE 4 | Modeling of the electric two-wheeler involved in Case 31: (A) the ETW in the real-world accident and (B) MB model of the ETW. ETW, electric
two-wheeler; MB, multibody.
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Figure 5C); the corresponding material parameters and modeling
methods have been verified in the literature (Yao et al., 2008; Li
and Yang, 2010).

Accident Reconstruction
The MB dynamics analysis software MADYMO is used to
reconstruct the VRU impact accident. The MB human body
model needed for accident reconstruction is obtained by scaling
the TNO 50th percentile human body model introduced above
according to human body information from the real accident
using the Generator of Body Data (GEBOD) module in
MADYMO software. The flowchart of VRU traffic accident
reconstruction is shown in Figure 6.

With the completion of the VRU traffic accident
reconstruction, the MB human body model is replaced with
the coupled FE–MB human body model described in section
“Coupled Finite Element–Multibody Human Body Model,” and
its posture is adjusted accordingly; meanwhile, the MB front
windshield model is replaced with the FE model. According to
the boundary conditions of car-to-VRU impact obtained from
the MB kinematics reconstruction, the accident is re-simulated to
obtain the head injury parameters. The MB model of the vehicle
and the pedestrian in accident Case 11 is shown in Figure 7A,
and the coupled FE–MB vehicle and pedestrian model is shown
in Figure 7B as an example.

Analysis of Effectiveness of Head Injury
Evaluation Criteria
The head injury evaluation criteria and corresponding
calculation methods employed in the present study, as shown
in Table 3, were divided into two types: criteria based on head
kinematics response (HIC, GAMBIT, BrIC, RIC, and HIP) and
criteria based on brain tissue deformation (MPS, CSDM, and
DDM). Among these criteria, HIC is most widely used in main
stream vehicle safety standards/programs to evaluate the severity
of head injury (Kleiven, 2007); however, this criterion solely relies
on the linear kinematics of the head center of gravity (COG),
without considering the influence of head rotational movement.
The RIC is similar to the HIC, except that it uses rotational
acceleration instead of linear acceleration. The GAMBIT and
HIP criteria consider both the effects of linear and rotational
acceleration of head COG. The BrIC considers the influence
of maximum rotational velocity and maximum rotational
acceleration. The CSDM measures the volume percentage of the
area with brain strain exceeding a certain threshold in the whole
brain volume, while DDM measures the volume percentage of
the area with negative pressure exceeding a certain threshold in
the whole brain.

Based on the selected 31 VRU traffic accident cases and
subsequent reproduction of head injury as described above, the
injury parameter values were calculated according to the formula
of each criterion and compared with the Abbreviated Injury
Scale/Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS/MAIS) score for
each accident head in Table 2.

Pearson’s correlation coefficient analysis method was used to
analyze the effectiveness of each criterion in predicting head

injury. Pearson’s correlation coefficient is a measure of the degree
of linear correlation between variables, generally represented by
the letter r. It is calculated by the product-difference method,
which is based on the dispersion of two variables and their
respective average values and reflects the correlation degree
between two variables by multiplying the two dispersion values.
The overall correlation coefficient of random variables X and Y
is ρ(X, Y) = (Cov (X, Y))

/
(σX. σY), where Cov (X, Y) is the

covariance of X and Y, σX indicates the standard deviation of X,
whereas σY is the standard deviation of Y. However, the overall
correlation coefficient ρ (X, Y) generally cannot be obtained,
but only an estimate of ρ (X, Y) can be given according to the
observed values of samples, which is called the sample correlation
coefficient. Pearson’s correlation coefficient can be acquired by
estimating the covariance and standard deviation of samples,
which is often represented by r, and its expression is as follows:

r =
∑n

i=1
(
Xi − X̄

) (
Yi − Ȳ

)√∑n
i=1
(
Xi − X̄

)2
√∑n

i=1
(
Yi − Ȳ

)2
(1)

In this formula, X̄ and Ȳ represent the average value of X and Y,
respectively. The value of r is between -1 and 1. The greater the
absolute value of r, the stronger the correlation between variable x
and variable y. If r > 0, the correlation between the two variables
is positive, whereas if r < 0, this correlation is negative.

Moreover, the current research particularly focuses on the
investigation of brain injury prediction for the analyzed accidents
by using HICs based on brain tissue deformation. As mentioned
in section “Accident data,” two types of brain injury occurred in
the selected 31 VRU accident cases: DAI and brain contusion
(see Table 2). For DAI, CSDM (Takhounts et al., 2003, 2008,
2013; Gabler et al., 2016), and MPS (Takhounts et al., 2008;
Gabler et al., 2016) injury criteria were analyzed; for brain
contusion, DDM (Takhounts et al., 2003), and MPS (Bain
and Meaney, 2000) injury criteria were investigated. Finally,
the predicted injury criteria, in combination with the existing
brain injury risk curves reported in the literature (Takhounts
et al., 2003, 2008), were compared with the AIS scores of
each accident in Table 2, and the effectiveness of each HIC in
predicting human DAI and brain contusion in the accident was
subsequently analyzed.

RESULTS

Results of Vulnerable Road User Impact
Accident Reconstruction
The results of the predicted kinematics response parameters
of the accidents, including collision point between VRUs and
vehicles, and the final rest positions, are consistent with the actual
accident information. Using these kinematics reconstructions, we
can obtain the initial boundary conditions of the accident cases,
such as the impact velocities of both VRUs and vehicles, and the
VRU trajectories.

Taking Case 1 as an example, the kinematics responses of the
pedestrian during the impact by using both MB and the coupled
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FIGURE 5 | (A) The vehicle involved in the real-world accident; (B) MB model of the vehicle; and (C) FE front windshield model. MB, multibody; FE, finite element.
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FIGURE 6 | Flowchart of VRU traffic accident kinematics reconstruction. VRU, vulnerable road user.

FIGURE 7 | (A) MB model of vehicle and VRU and (B) coupled vehicle and VRU model. MB, multibody; VRU, vulnerable road user.

FE–MB models are shown in Figure 8. It can also be seen that the
predicted damaged locations of the vehicle by FE method matches
well with those in the real accident. Moreover, the trajectory of
the head COG of the pedestrian in the YOZ plane (composed

of vehicle moving Y-direction and vertical Z-direction) is also
compared between the sole MB model and the coupled FE–MB
model, as shown in Figure 9 and see Supplementary Appendix 1
for other cases.
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TABLE 3 | Evaluation criteria of head injury.

Evaluation criteria Calculation method Description

Head injury criterion, HIC (Versace, 1971b) HIC15 =


[
(t2 − t1)

(
1

(t2−t1)

t2
∫
t1

a(t)dt

)]2.5


max

a(t): Resultant linear acceleration of head centroid,
g = 9.8 m/s2

Rotational injury criterion, RIC (Kimpara and Iwamoto, 2012) RIC =


[
(t2 − t1)

(
1

(t2−t1)

t2
∫
t1

α(t)dt

)]2.5


max

α(t): Rotational acceleration of head centroid, rad/s2,
t2-t1 = 36 ms

Generalized Acceleration Model for Brain Injury Threshold,
GAMBIT (Newman, 1986)

GAMBIT =
[(

amax
acr

)n
+

(
αmax
αcr

)m
] 1

s

amax : Maximum linear acceleration, g;

acr : Given the critical linear acceleration, its value is
350 × g;

αmax : Maximum rotational acceleration, rad/s2;

αcr : Given critical rotational acceleration, its value is
12,000 rad/s2

Head impact power, HIP
(Marjoux et al., 2008)

HIP = max ∫ axdt+may ∫ aydt+maz ∫ azdt + Ixxαx ∫ αxdt

+Iyyαy ∫ αydt+ Izzαz ∫ αzdt
ax , ay , az : translational acceleration, m/s2;
αx , αy , αz : Rotational acceleration, rad/s2.
In this study, the head centroid mass m = 4.5 kg; head
centroid moment of inertia: Ixx = 0.016 kg/m2,
Iyy = 0.024 kg/m2, Izz = 0.022 kg/m2

Brain injury criterion, BrIC (Takhounts et al., 2013) BrIC = ωmax
ωcr
+

αmax
αcr ωmax : Maximum rotational velocity, rad/s;

ωcr : Given critical rotational velocity is 140 rad/s;

αmax : Maximum rotational acceleration rad/s2;

αcr : Given critical rotational acceleration, its value is
12,000 rad/s2

Maximum principal strain, MPS
(Gabler et al., 2016)

Used to predict diffuse axonal injury (DAI) and brain
contusion

Measures the amount of strain in the tensile direction

Simulated Injury Monitor, SIMon (Takhounts et al., 2003) Cumulative strain damage measure, CSDM; used to predict
diffuse axon injury (DAI), with generally 15% or 25% as the
threshold

Measures the volume percentage of the area with brain
strain exceeding a certain threshold in the whole brain
volume

Simulated Injury Monitor, SIMon (Takhounts et al., 2003) Dilatation damage measure, DDM. To predict brain
contusion and laceration, -100 kPa is generally set as the
threshold of negative pressure

Measures the volume percentage of the area with negative
pressure exceeding a certain threshold in the whole brain
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FIGURE 8 | Predicted pedestrian kinematics and the comparison of vehicle deformation between accident reconstruction and real accident, with Case 1 as the
example.

FIGURE 9 | Comparison of the trajectory of VRU head COG in the YOZ plane in Case 1 between using MB and coupled FE–MB models. VRU, vulnerable road user;
COG, center of gravity; MB, multibody; FE, finite element.

Analysis of Head Kinematics-Based
Injury Criteria
On the basis of the description of the head kinematics-based
injury criteria in section “Analysis of Effectiveness of Head
Injury Evaluation Criteria” (HIC, GAMBIT, BrIC, RIC, and
HIP), the injury criteria are calculated for each accident case
(Table 4) and compared with the recorded MAIS scores in
Table 2. Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used to analyze and
evaluate the prediction and evaluation performance of each
injury criterion for head injury.

Assuming that X in formula (1) is the calculated value of
HICs in each case, and Y in formula (1) is the MAIS of
head injury, formula (1) is used to calculate the correlation
coefficient of predicted criterion and head injury MAIS, as shown
in Table 5. The results of correlation coefficient analysis seem
to indicate that HIC, the most widely used injury criterion,

has the best correlation with head injury MAIS, followed by
HIP, RIC, BrIC, and GAMBIT, with the latter showing the
worst correlation.

The predicted HIC, GAMBIT, BrIC, RIC, HIP, and their
corresponding MAIS in 31 VRU traffic accidents selected for this
study are also graphically displayed in Figure 10.

Analysis of Injury Criteria Based on Brain
Tissue Deformation
Based on the actual DAI and brain contusion injury records
observed in accidents, the HICs based on brain tissue
deformation are also computed, which include CSDM
(Takhounts et al., 2003, 2008, 2013; Gabler et al., 2016) (for
DAI), MPS (Takhounts et al., 2008; Gabler et al., 2016) (for DAI
and brain contusion), and DDM (Takhounts et al., 2003) (for
brain contusion), as shown in Tables 6, 7.
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TABLE 4 | Calculated parametric values of head injury criteria.

Case ID HIC GAMBIT BrIC RIC HIP (kW)

1 780.02 4.33 4.45 189,537,000 4.88

2 184.69 1.73 1.95 54,634,500 6.29

3 1,586.97 3.30 3.60 136,134,000 4.56

4 1,031.01 5.15 5.37 249,415,000 20.19

5 2,939.93 2.09 2.25 48,786,900 15.80

6 1,391.30 6.33 6.55 379,812,000 4.22

7 3,833.51 10.11 10.09 350,811,000 10.00

8 2,051.95 11.14 11.36 385,087,000 19.64

9 699.90 1.89 2.00 73,385,300 11.97

10 1,288.22 4.54 4.73 208,250,000 14.04

11 3,569.25 9.12 9.35 653,978,000 15.41

12 3,395.78 8.60 8.72 619,131,000 22.46

13 2,369.58 9.94 9.94 845,224,000 6.55

14 2,503.95 2.89 2.94 244,043,000 4.39

15 1,499.24 1.78 2.35 160,381,000 14.43

16 772.20 2.45 2.73 38,496,500 2.73

17 1,533.34 2.23 2.23 142,236,000 7.53

18 8,107.39 5.26 5.53 625,871,900 19.88

19 197.54 0.72 0.91 9,397,440 5.07

20 254.16 1.80 1.84 13,210,200 6.62

21 311.20 0.99 1.09 6,189,740 8.17

22 1,205.82 3.53 3.94 271,328,000 4.16

23 9,256.10 6.29 6.36 710,420,000 16.89

24 1,757.95 6.57 6.60 453,202,000 21.64

25 678.03 0.77 0.63 3,555,080 1.51

26 7,249.62 5.93 5.91 437,064,000 28.70

27 883.26 2.11 2.26 175,018,000 7.88

28 3,365.14 9.04 9.07 786,648,000 4.79

29 1,423.95 2.46 2.92 152,093,000 11.26

30 2,013.30 4.29 4.42 146,262,000 13.69

31 1,411.30 1.74 1.95 59,559,500 5.68

HIC, head injury criterion; GAMBIT, Generalized Acceleration Model for Brain Injury
Threshold; BrIC, brain rotational injury criterion; RIC, rotational injury criterion; HIP,
head impact power.

TABLE 5 | Correlation coefficients between calculated injury criteria and MAIS.

Evaluation criterion HIC GAMBIT BrIC RIC HIP

Correlation coefficient 0.606 0.332 0.340 0.398 0.403

MAIS, Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale; HIC, head injury criterion; GAMBIT,
Generalized Acceleration Model for Brain Injury Threshold; BrIC, brain rotational
injury criterion; RIC, rotational injury criterion; HIP, head impact power.

In order to establish a relationship between the predicted
injury criterion and the severity of actual brain injury, the brain
injury risk curves in the existing literature are selected to analyze
the effectiveness of the criteria in predicting brain injuries.
Herein, the injury risk curve established by Takhounts et al.
(2003, 2008) is selected for DAI. Combined with the predicted
criterion in Table 6, the effectiveness of CSDM and MPS injury
criteria in predicting DAI is analyzed separately, as shown in
Figure 11. For brain contusion, the injury risk curve selected
herein is that established by Takhounts et al. (2003, 2008). The
calculated criterion values in Table 7 are used to analyze/evaluate
the effectiveness of DDM and MPS in predicting brain contusion,
as shown in Figure 12.

As seen in Figure 11A, the predicted brain injury risks based
on CSDM0.15 for the eight accidents with DAI injury has no clear
distribution pattern in relation to the DAI AIS scores; Figure 11B
demonstrates that only the injury risks calculated from CSDM0.25
for the cases with AIS1 and AIS4 show certain regularity, those
of the two cases with AIS3 scores are significantly different, and
the injury risk corresponding to AIS0 is fairly high and close to
that of AIS4 cases. In Figure 11C, the cases of AIS1, AIS2, and
AIS4 show relatively appropriate uniformity along with the brain
injury risk calculated from MPS. As for brain contusion, Figure
12A shows that the risk of brain contusion reflected by DDM
injury criterion is far lower than the actual injury, implying that
brain contusion cannot be predicted through DDM. For the brain
contusion risk (Figure 12B), certain regularity can be observed in
relation to the AIS scores for a case with AIS2 (the lower one) and
cases with AIS3 and AIS5, while the risk corresponding to AIS4
case is relatively small.

From the analysis results above, it is suggested that the MPS
injury criterion can better predict the possibility of DAI injury
compared with CSDM0.15 and CSDM0.25, and it behaves better
than DDM in predicting the risk of brain contusion.

DISCUSSION

Coupled Finite Element–Multibody
Human Body Model
In the present study, a coupled FE–MB human body model,
developed and validated in our previous study, was used in the
reconstruction of VRU impact accidents. The head trajectories
predicted by using the MB model or the coupled FE–MB human
body model (as shown in Figure 9 and Supplementary Appendix
1) appear to show a good match, especially before the VRU
head contacts the windshield. This coupled model was initially
proposed in our previous study to overcome the well-known
limit of head-only FE model (representing only the pedestrian
head and brain) in predicting pedestrian brain injury due to
car impact and validated against a real-world car-to-pedestrian
impact accident (Wang et al., 2020). That model was later further
validated in our study (Yu et al., 2020) in which three cadaver
experiments reported in the literature were reproduced with
both the coupled body model and an MB body model, and the
effectiveness of the coupled model was verified by comparing
the pedestrian head kinematics and injury response produced by
both models with the experimental results. In the current study,
the coupled model was used to reconstruct all of the selected
real-world VRU impact accidents and subsequently showed quite
similar performance with the MB model in predicting the VRU
kinematics, which also confirms its effectiveness.

The FE model has better biofidelity than the MB human body
model in reflecting the biomechanical response of the human
head in impact accidents (Chai et al., 2011). Nonetheless, the
shortcomings of the FE human body model in the accident
reconstruction are also clear: the calculation time is too long, the
human body posture adjustment is overly complicated, and the
time cost is relatively high. The coupled FE–MB human body
model is introduced to address these issues, which can predict
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FIGURE 10 | Distribution of predicted head kinematics-based injury criteria and MAIS scores observed in the analyzed VRU impact accident cases. (A) HIC;
(B) GAMBIT; (C) BrIC; (D) RIC; and (E) HIP. MAIS, Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale; VRU, vulnerable road user; HIC, head injury criterion; GAMBIT, Generalized
Acceleration Model for Brain Injury Threshold; MAIS, Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale; RIC, rotational injury criterion; HIP, head impact power.

TABLE 6 | The AIS of DAI in accident cases included in this study and
corresponding parametric values of head injury criteria.

Case ID DAI AIS CSDM0.15 CSDM0.25 MPS

1 2 0.98991727 0.850504137 0.881

2 1 0.82348759 0.389154602 0.603

3 3 0.840098242 0.362849018 0.556

4 0 0.998771975 0.942735264 1.29

5 2 0.997608583 0.916041882 1.019

6 3 0.998061013 0.990951396 2.457

7 4 0.999224405 0.944738883 2.32

15 4 0.993148914 0.985780765 1.402

AIS, Abbreviated Injury Scale; DAI, diffuse axonal injury; MPS, maximum
principal strain.

both the human body overall kinematics and brain soft tissue
deformation responses and effectively improve the efficiency of
collision simulation (by up to 82%) (Wang et al., 2020), thus
avoiding frequent adjustments of the initial posture of the FE
human body model during the reconstruction.

TABLE 7 | AIS score of brain contusion in the accident cases included in this
study and the corresponding damage evaluation criteria parameter values.

Case ID Brain contusion AIS MPS DDM

3 4 0.556 0

6 2 2.457 0.020488625

8 3 1.181 0.043110134

9 2 0.818 0.000129266

11 3 0.934 0.000129266

12 5 1.833 0.032445708

22 2 1.092 0.018420372

AIS, Abbreviated Injury Scale; MPS, maximum principal strain; DDM,
dilatation damage measure.

Head Injury Criteria
In this study, 31 car-to-VRU impact accident cases with detailed
head injury records were recruited to analyze/evaluate various
HICs based on kinematics and brain tissue deformation. The
evaluation of head kinematics-based injury criteria in predicting
overall head injury was conducted by using Pearson’s correlation
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FIGURE 11 | Predicted probability of the DAI occurrence for the VRU impact accident cases analyzed in this study using brain injury risk curves reported in the
literature (Takhounts et al., 2003, 2008). (A) Risk of VRU DAI injury based on CSDM0.15, (B) Risk of VRU DAI injury based on CSDM0.25, and (C) Risk of VRU DAI
injury based on MPS. DAI, diffuse axonal injury; VRU, vulnerable road user; MPS, maximum principal strain.

coefficient method (Tables 4, 5), and the brain deformation-
based criteria were investigated using the brain injury risk
curves in the existing literature combined with actual AIS
scores (Figure 11).

The current study on the effectiveness of HICs in evaluating
VRU head injury in traffic accidents is limited, and from the
authors’ point of view, it is due to the fact that the number of
analyzed samples is not big enough and that the lack of video
information of part of the accident cases would potentially affect
the kinematics reconstruction of the accident. Differences can
be observed between the current study and those reported in

the literature (Takhounts et al., 2008; Hernandez et al., 2015;
Jones et al., 2016; Feng, 2017; Shi et al., 2020). Shi et al. (2020)
conducted similar research based on real-world VRU (including
pedestrians and cyclists) impact accident reconstruction using
both MB and FE human body models, in which the human body
impact boundary conditions at the time of ground landing were
extracted from the MB kinematics reconstruction and input into
a full-scale FE human body model for head injury reproduction.
Their results indicated that HIC, MPS, and CSDM0.15 had
the best ability to predict head injury, followed by CSDM0.25,
HIP, BrIC, and DDM, with the latter having the worst ability.
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FIGURE 12 | Predicted probability of the brain contusion occurrence for the
VRU impact accident cases analyzed in this study using brain injury risk curves
reported in the literature (Takhounts et al., 2003, 2008). (A) Risk of VRU brain
contusion injury based on DDM and (B) Risk of VRU brain contusion injury
based on MPS. VRU, vulnerable road user; DDM, dilatation damage measure.

Jones et al. (2016) used the GHBMC 50th percentile adult male
head–neck model to conduct a huge number of car-to-pedestrian
impact simulations and obtain the head injury responses. Results
on the analysis of the relationship between HIC and BrIC and
brain injury severity suggested that the correlation between BrIC
and brain contusion/DAI is higher than that of HIC. Takhounts
et al. (2008) performed a similar research focusing on American
football accidents and concluded that CSDM0.25 and MPS had
good correlations with DAI, whereas DDM was not related to
contusion or focal lesion. Hernandez et al. (2015) demonstrated
that MPS had the best ability to predict mild TBI (MTBI),
followed by HIP and GAMBIT. Feng (2017) used head-only FE
model to predict pedestrian head/brain injury responses during
the head-windscreen impact of a real-world accident and found
that MPS had the best ability to predict DAI.

In the present work, HIC and HIP injury criteria were shown
to have the best correlation with MAIS, which is consistent with
the study by Shi et al. (2020). In comparison with CSDM0.15
and CSDM0.25, the MPS damage criterion appeared to better
predict the occurrence of DAI injury, which is in good agreement
with the conclusions of Takhounts et al. (2008) and Feng (2017).
With regard to predicting brain contusion, MPS can provide
better ability than DDM, and this finding is consistent with the

research by Takhounts et al. (2008). Meanwhile, differences exist
between the current research and those reported in the literature,
especially for the evaluation of brain deformation-based injury
criteria. This can be explained by the application of the coupled
FE–MB human body model that accounted for the influences
of the rest of the human body on the head kinematics/injury
responses compared with FE head-only models (Wang et al.,
2020), which we believe could bring more confidence about the
novelty of this study in the accuracy of HICs.

Limitations
The main limitation of this study is that the number of
reconstructed traffic accident cases is limited, and the methods
of accident reconstruction are backward, which may lead
to potential variations in the behavior of certain injury
criteria. Moreover, since many factors influence the kinematics
reconstruction of the accident, such as VRU initial posture,
thereby it cannot be guaranteed that the simulation accurately
reproduces the actual accidents, leading to a potential impact on
the accuracy of head injury analysis. Lastly, the head–neck FE
model used in this study is extracted from the THUMS model,
which represents the 50th percentile adult male. In fact, the
biomechanical properties of the head tissues of adults and the
elderly are different, which leads to different injury tolerance and
kinematics response by different ages.

CONCLUSION

In this work, the coupled FE–MB human body model was
used to simulate VRU injury in real traffic accidents, kinematics
reconstruction, and head/brain injury reproduction of a series
of real-world car-to-VRU impact accidents to investigate the
effectiveness of various HICs in predicting the head injury risk
due to VRU–car collision. According to the results, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

1. The coupled FE–MB human body model can efficiently and
accurately simulate the kinematics response and head/brain
injuries of VRUs in impact accidents and can be effectively
used for the analysis of head/brain injury due to VRU–
car collision.

2. Among the injury criteria based on head kinematics response,
the most widely used HIC and HIP are the most accurate
and effective criteria in predicting head injury. Considering
brain tissue deformation-based injury criteria, the MPS injury
criterion can more effectively predict the possibility of DAI
than the CSDM0.15 and CSDM0.25. For brain contusion, the
MPS injury criterion shows enhanced ability to predict the
injury risk compared with the DDM criterion.
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